The optimal Co concentration in Fe1−xCox/MgO magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) that maximizes tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) is still under investigation. We perform a first-principles transport study on MTJs using disordered electrodes modeled using the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) and ordered alloys with various MgO barrier thicknesses. We find that 10-20% Co concentration maximizes TMR using VCA to represent disorder in the electrodes. This TMR peak arises due to a minority d-type interfacial resonance state (IRS) that becomes filled with small Co doping, leading to a decrease in antiparallel conductance. Calculations with ordered Fe1−xCox electrodes confirm the filling of this minority d-type IRS for small Co concentrations. In addition, we construct a 10x10 supercell without VCA to explicitly represent disorder at the Fe1−xCox/MgO interface, which demonstrates a quenching of the minority-d IRS and significant reduction in available states at the Fermi level that agrees with VCA calculations. These results explain recent experimental findings and provide implications for the impact of IRS on conductance and TMR in Fe1−xCox/MgO tunnel junctions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) have been studied extensively since Julliere's theoretical model proposed a differential magnetoresistance when the magnetic moments of two ferromagnetic electrodes sandwiching an insulating barrier are switched between parallel and antiparallel states 1 . Industrial applications of MTJs now include memory read heads for disk drives, magnetic sensors, and magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) 2 . The difference in resistance arises from the half-metallic features of the electrodes in which only the majority or minority carriers have nonzero density of states at the Fermi energy. In addition to half-metallicity, depending on the choice of insulating barrier, electrons with different wavefunction symmetries will decay at different rates inside the barrier, which can lead to substantial changes in magnetoresistance even for electrodes that are not completely half-metallic 3 . These factors, known as spin-dependent tunneling, will lead to different conductances when the two electrodes have their spins oriented parallel or antiparallel to one another (G P and G AP , respectively). The tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) is then defined as
Early work in tunnel junctions has found moderate success using amorphous Al 2 O 3 insulating barriers sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes 4 . However, recent experimental studies report TMR between 200-375 percent using a crystalline MgO barrier epitaxially matched to bcc Fe electrodes [5] [6] [7] . MgO barriers lead to higher TMR compared to Al 2 O 3 due to the MgO barrier filtering of particular wavefunction symmetries 8 . Due to the cubic symmetry of the MgO lattice, electron wavefunctions with ∆ 1 symmetry (s, p z , d z 2 ) decay much more slowly than those with ∆ 2 (d x 2 −y 2 ) and ∆ 5 (p xz , p yz , d xz , d yz ) symmetries within the barrier. bcc Fe has majority ∆ 1 and ∆ 5 bands crossing the Fermi energy along the (001) direction, and the ∆ 1 states dominate parallel transmission due to their slower decay. In the minority channel, only ∆ 2 and ∆ 5 states cross the Fermi level, which decay much faster than ∆ 1 states and leads to a small antiparallel transmission and hence a large TMR. In this way, symmetry filtering can mimic the behavior of half-metals and are equally important to tunnel junction physics. Subsequent first-principles studies demonstrate even higher theoretical TMR values for bcc Co/MgO/Co and ordered bcc Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 junctions, which has been attributed to the fact that no ∆ 2 and ∆ 5 minority states are available for antiparallel transmission along the (001) direction when using Co leads 9, 10 . Inspired by these findings, experimental research and industry have focused on FeCo alloys as the best potential electrode for maximizing TMR 5 .
It is important, however, to take note of the differences between the previous first-principles studies and the current methodology used to fabricate FeCo MTJ electrodes. An early study by Zhang et al 9 only assesses TMR in junctions with ordered Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 electrodes in which the Co atom always resides at the interface between the electrode and barrier. However, most experimental MTJs likely use disordered alloy electrodes due to annealing between 250-525 C that will lead to a mix of Fe and Co atoms at the MgO interface [11] [12] [13] . Chemical bonding at the interface and interfacial resonance states (IRS) that couple to Bloch states both significantly impact TMR, and therefore it is crucial to accurately represent the electrode surface to understand TMR results 14 . Further- Several theoretical methods exist to treat disorder using density functional theory. The virtual crystal approximation (VCA) 18, 19 replaces all atoms within the disordered system with virtual atoms that are described by an interpolation of the relevant atomic pseudopotentials and atomic number. VCA is computationally efficient and should theroetically work well whenever inhomogeneity can be represented through averaging. Another method, the coherent potential approximation (CPA) 20 , replaces the inhomogeneous potential of a disordered material with an effective potential that is created self-consistently. CPA has been implemented previously using a muffin-tin approximation in which the effective potential for each atom is represented using nonoverlapping spheres. Green's function expansions are then used to treat interatomic scattering [21] [22] [23] . Other options include configurational averaging of many large supercells as well as linear response theory applications 24 . Both of these options are very computationally expensive and are therefore of limited use.
In this paper, we use first-principles calculations to calculate the ballistic transport and TMR for Fe 1−x Co x /MgO tunnel junctions with disordered alloy electrodes modeled using VCA. VCA as a method of treating disorder has the important advantages of being technically simple, adding no computational costs above that required for the comparable ordered system, and is implementable in plane-wave codes. However, since every atom is identical, this approximation does not introduce any local inhomogeneities that may be important. 
II. METHODS

A. Exchange-Correlation Functional and Band Structure
We use the plane-wave basis set implemented in Quantum Espresso 25 to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. A 10x10x10 and 10x10x1 Monkhorst-Pack 26 k-point mesh have been used for the Brillouin zone intergration of the leads and scattering region, respectively, with energy cutoffs for the wavefunction and charge density of 40 and 480 Ry, respectively.
All self-consistent calculations of the leads and scattering regions have been performed using the PerdewZunger local density approximation (PZ-LDA) of density functional theory (DFT). We have chosen to fix the bcc Fe and Co lattice constants to experimental values of 2.87 A and 2.82Å to compare with previous first-principles calculations using the same geometry 9,27,28 , and we have found that in this case the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) predicts incorrect majority band structure along the Γ-H high symmetry (001) direction. As seen in Figure 1 (a) (red line), LDA results predict the ∆ 5 bands to cross the Fermi level near H, however GGA predicts that these bands never cross (Figure 1(b) ). These bands have significant impact on the Γ-point transmission in antiparallel alignment, as has been discussed previously 9 and will be discussed in the Results (Sec. III.A), and therefore it is important to capture them accurately. Identical calculations using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method with GGA predict the same band structure as LDA. In addition, we find that if we relax the structure using PBE-GGA to its optimized lattice constant (2.85Å), its band structure converges to that matching LDA results. This suggests that the band structure using PBE-GGA is more sensitive to the value of the lattice constant compared to PZ-LDA. Therefore, we conclude that LDA will provide more accurate results while fixing the lattice constants to experimental values.
B. Virtual Crystal Approximation
We have used the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) to represent disordered Fe 1−x Co x alloys as leads in transport calculations.
VCA analyses are computationally efficient and have been used to describe the structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of various materials that involve transition metals [29] [30] [31] . Specifically, the approximation has been found to provide accurate electronic and magnetic properties for FeCo alloys 29, 31 . The approximation replaces single Fe or Co atoms in the supercell with one atom type at each lattice point described by an alloy pseudopotential and alloy charge number given as:
Seven virtual pseudopotentials have been generated to describe disordered Fe 1−x Co x electrodes with Co concentration from x=0.1 to x=0.7 in 0.1 intervals using the virtual.x utility in Quantum Espresso 25 . Fe 0.20 Co 0.80 and Fe 0.10 Co 0.90 disordered alloys have not been generated because they have been found to relax to the hcp structure and are not relevant to bcc MTJs 5 . To confirm the accuracy of VCA for the purposes of this paper, we have plotted the magnetic moment per atom of the bulk bcc Fe 1−x Co x alloys found from selfconsistent calculations (Figure 2 (a)) as well as the majority and minority density of states (DOS) as a function of selected Co concentrations (Figure 2(b) ). The Fe and Co structures have been fixed at the experimental lattice constants of 2.87Å and 2.82Å, respectively, and lattice constants for the alloys with varying Co concentration have been linearly interpolated. As shown in the graph, the magnetic moment per atom closely resembles the results found experimentally 32 with a peak around x=0.25, however the DFT calculations slightly underestimate values near the peak at x=0.25-0.30 and overestimate values for higher Co concentrations. A similar magnetic moment calculation using the coherent potential approximation (CPA) within the Layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) implementation of the local spin-density approximation of DFT reveals a similar trend as VCA but with a smaller peak magnetic moment magnitude 33 ( Figure 1(a) ). In addition, the DOS calculations generally match previous theoretical calculations using the coherent potential approximation (CPA) 34 . In particular, the majority peak around 1 eV below the Fermi level for pure Fe shifts farther below for low Co concentration before settling in a region around 2 eV below the Fermi level at higher Co concentrations. The minority double peak around 2 eV above the Fermi level for pure Fe moves consistently closer to the Fermi level for increasing Co concentration, and the peak closest to the Fermi level gradually increases in height. Both of these results support the use of the VCA approximation in the following transport calculations.
C. Scattering Region Supercells
Two supercells have been constructed to compare the TMR of MTJs composed of disordered and ordered FeCo alloys. The first supercell is the minimal size necessary to represent the Fe 1−x Co x /MgO MTJ with disordered electrodes using the VCA approximation. In this case, each lead includes two atoms per supercell at bcc basis positions. The scattering region contains eight Fe 1−x Co x monolayers (ML) acting as buffers on each side of the MgO barrier (Figure 3(a) ). The Fe 1−x Co x atom at the interface has been placed above the O atom as has been shown previously 8 . To explore the effects of barrier thickness on TMR for each of the alloys, supercells with 6ML and 8ML MgO barriers have been constructed. The MgO lattice constant has been fixed to be √ 2 factor larger than the electrode lattice to represent an epitaxial matching between the electrode and barrier. The interlayer distance inside the MgO barrier is 2.11Å.
In order to compare VCA and ordered electrodes, the second supercell is enlarged to construct ordered Fe 1−x Co x electrodes. In this case, leads are twice as long in the z-direction (parallel to the axis of the junction) and twice as long in the x and y directions to construct Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 and Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 ordered electrodes. The scattering region (Figure 3(b) ) is similarly enlarged. Co atoms have been placed in an ordered fashion such that one Co atom is located at the FeCo/MgO interface for Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 and two Co atoms are located at the interface for ordered Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 . This is a different but more realistic structure than previous first-principles calculations of ordered Fe 0.50 Co 0. 50 9 , in which the smaller unit cell was used and only Co atoms were located at the MgO interface. The construction of the present unit cell and Fe/MgO interface better represents experimental conditions with a mix of Fe and Co at the interface 35, 36 . To determine the optimal distance between the transition metal and oxygen atom at the tunnel junction interface, self-consistent energy calculations have been done for various Fe/Co-O distances (from 2 to 2.3Å in 0.05 A intervals). A 2.20Å Fe/Co-O distance provides the lowest energy structure, similar to first-principles results for similar systems 9,37 . Tunneling conductance for parallel and antiparallel electrode magnetization configurations has been calculated using the PWCOND 38 code within Quantum Espresso. This code solves for transmission coefficients by matching Bloch state wavefunctions in the bulk leads and scattering regions and calculates the total conductance through the junction using the Landauer-Buttiker formula:
where the sum is over the components of the wave vectors parallel to the junction interface (k || ). A separate conductance is calculated for each spin channel: 1) parallel majority (G maj P ), 2) parallel minority (G min P ), and 3) antiparallel (G AP ) (majority and minority antiparallel channels are equal due to the symmetry of the junction). The TMR can then be calculated using equation (1), where
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. VCA Transport
In Figure 4 (a-c, blue and green lines), we show the calculated conductances for each spin channel using VCA electrodes as a function of Co concentration for different thicknesses (6 and 8 ML). For each channel, conductance is calculated as an integral summation of the transmission probabilities over the 2D Brillouin Zone (2DBZ). Majority parallel and antiparallel conductance values converge using a 100x100 k-point grid. A 400x400 k-point grid is necessary for minority parallel conductance convergence due to the existence of sharply peaked interfacial resonance states (IRS) that influence transmission in this channel 9,10,39 . As seen in Figure 4 (a), the majority parallel conductance G maj P decreases slowly with increasing Co concentration as expected due to the majority density of states decreasing at the Fermi level as Co is added ( Figure  2(b) ). The minority parallel conductance G min P decreases sharply at x=0.2, and then increases slightly to a steady value from x=0.4 to x=0.7 (Figure 4(b) ). The value of G min P across all Co concentrations, however, is orders of magnitude less than G P , and therefore does not play a significant role in TMR. The G min P behavior is likely due to an IRS, which we later confirm using projected density of states (PDOS) calculations, in which electronic states are projected onto orthogonalized atomic orbitals on each atom to identify wavefunction symmetries. In addition, PDOS analysis can identify IRS that are present on interface Fe/Co atoms but disappear in the bulk. Previous studies have shown that IRS strongly influence conductance through an Fe/MgO junction 17 . IRS arise when the two-dimensional dispersion of states at the Fe/MgO interface cross bands in the bulk electrode 40 . IRS on both sides of the barrier can couple to one another, thus generating the resonance effect and increasing conductance, but the coupling strength decreases exponentially with barrier thickness 41 . In contrast, the antiparallel conductance behavior, G AP , has a greater impact on TMR, decreasing from x = 0 to x = 0.2 for the 6ML junction and from x = 0 to x = 0.1 in the 8ML junction (Figure 4(c) ). After reaching a minimum value for these low Co concentrations, G AP continues to rise up to x=0.7, after which it decreases again for pure Co electrodes. This decrease in G AP for small Co concentration diminishes as the barrier thickness increases, again suggesting the role of IRS in the conductance behavior. We confirm this by plotting the 2D transmission probability as a function of k || in Figure 5 for Figure 4 (d) that for electrodes with x < 0.5, there is a strong dependence of TMR on barrier thickness, however for x=0.5 and greater, TMR converges to fairly stable values for the 6ML and 8ML barriers. This result matches previous experimental findings that have shown an increase in TMR with barrier thickness using Fe electrodes up to about 2 nm MgO thickness 42 . In addtion, recent experiment has not shown this strong thickness effect when using CoFeB electrodes that have been annealed to the same temperature 43 . Our results indicate that this thickness effect is strongest with pure Fe electrodes due to the IRS peaks that significantly increase G AP for Fe-heavy electrodes in thinner MgO barriers, thus leading to large TMR increase when the transmission hot spots disappear for low Co concentrations. Once the IRS do not play a large role, for x > 0.5, TMR is similar for both barrier thicknesses.
As described above, the conductance behavior suggests an important role of IRS as already posited in previous studies of Fe/MgO junctions. To explain the majority and minority conductance behaviors in detail, we calculate the partial density of states (PDOS) for the Fe 1−x Co x /MgO interfacial layer to determine the evolution of the IRS as Co concentration (x) increases. Figure 6(a) shows the minority s-PDOS of the Fe 1−x Co x interface layer using VCA for various Co concentrations (not all Co concentration values are shown for the sake of graph clarity, however samples are shown to demonstrate the overall trend). The peak around 0.25 eV above the Fermi level is clearly an IRS of pure Fe (x=0.0, red line), as it disappears in the bulk electrode two monolayers from the interface (dotted line). As Co concen-tration increases in the electrode, the IRS shifts closer to the Fermi Energy. The peak is just above the Fermi level for x = 0.25 and below for x = 0.50, indicating it will be filled around x=0. 30 . An IRS at this position matches recent ARPES result indicating an IRS that becomes filled between x = 0.25 and x = 0.50 5 . However, if this IRS played a significant role in transport, we would expect to see transmission hot spots for G AP , around x = 0.30, which we do not see in our results ( Figure 5 ). This suggests that this s-type IRS does not play a significant role in transport, but rather for x > 0.3, Co minority states begin to be accessible at the Fermi level (see DOS in Figure 2(b) ), which opens minority channels and explains why G min P and G AP do not decrease further. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only first-principles confirmation of this IRS, which has recently been found experimentally at the Fermi level at a Co concentration between 25 and 50 percent 5 .
A similar analysis can be done to understand the significant drop in G min P and G AP when comparing pure Fe electrodes to electrodes with small Co concentrations within the VCA calculations. As seen in Figure 6( 15 . The pure d z 2 surface state is unoccupied for all Co concentrations and never comes close to the Fermi level; therefore, we will not discuss it further here as it does not play a role in transport. However, the mixed d z 2 /d xz+yz state is partially filled for pure Fe, which leads to greater G AP , explaining the higher G AP when using pure Fe electrodes as well as the hot spots identified on the transmission probability graphs ( Figure 5 ). However, as Co concentration increases, this IRS broadens and becomes partially filled, leaving no states to allow for electron transport and significantly reducing G AP for the 6ML barrier as seen in Figure 4 (c) for small Co concentrations. At x=0.25 and greater, new transmission channels in the circular region close to k || = 0 due to increased Co concentration prevents further G AP decrease and results in a TMR peak at x=0.20 (Figure 4(d) , blue line). As barrier thickness increases, transmission at k-points far from k || = 0 decay more quickly than those close to k || = 0 3 . Therefore, for the 8ML barrier, the IRS have significantly decayed and transmission is dominated by regions close to k || = 0 even for smaller Co concentrations. This leads to the G AP minimum and TMR maximum occurring at x=0.1 for the 8ML barrier (Figure 4(d) , green line). These results indicate that the minority d z 2 /d xz+yz state is the most significant factor in determining TMR for Fe 1−x Co x /MgO electrodes, as the significant drop in G AP when this IRS becomes filled leads to the maximum TMR at x=0.2 and x=0.1 for the 6ML and 8ML barriers, respectively.
The TMR pattern using the 6ML MgO barrier are extremely close to recent experimental findings that report a maximum TMR value at 25 percent Co concentration using a 1.5-2.5 nm MgO barrier 5,6 and a similar TMR for pure Fe and Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 electrodes 5,6,13 . The large TMR using pure Fe electrodes with an 8ML MgO barrier does not match experimental data, however this is likely due to the fact that the nominal MgO thickness used in experiment is often different than the effective or actual thickness 44 . In addition, FeO layers or oxygen vacancies are known to develop at the interface in experiments and reduce TMR that we did not model in this study 45, 46 . It is important to note that oxygen diffusion mechanisms in actual physical systems not accounted for in the present study can also enhance the interface coupling across the barrier 47 . This would sustain the effect of IRS for thicker barriers, in which case our results for the TMR peak at 20 percent Co for the 6ML junction may better reflect experimental situations and are in good agreement with previous experimental results 5, 6 . Future theroetical and experimental studies are important to understand how various levels of Co doping in the electrode affect interfacial effects such as FeO layer formation. In addition, our study reports TMR for more Co concentration intervals compared to experiment, and our results suggest that even less Co (20 vs 25 percent) is required to optimize TMR. It will be important for future experiments to test a finer interval of Co concentrations to confirm this finding.
It is important to note that our TMR results for pure bcc Fe and Co electrodes differ from previous first-principle results using LKKR that predicts the Co/MgO(8 ML)/Co junction to have a larger TMR compared to the Fe/MgO(8 ML)/Fe junction 9 . This finding has been explained as follows assuming the long barrier limit in which transmsision at k || = 0 dominates. For bcc Co electrodes, only a ∆ 1 majority band crosses the Fermi level along the (001) direction, however no minority ∆ 1 band crosses the Fermi level. Thus, in antiparallel alignment, there is total reflection at k || = 0 because there are no minority ∆ 1 states available to couple to the majority ∆ 1 state. On the other hand, bcc Fe has both majority and minority ∆ 5 states crossing the Fermi level that lead to a small but finite transmission probability at k || = 0 compared to bcc Co. As shown in Figure 7 , our results confirm the significantly reduced transmission at k || = 0 for Co compared to Fe electrodes. However, our results for all barrier thicknesses demonstrate that k || = 0 significantly contribute to G AP , even when IRS do not play a large role as in the 8ML barrier ( Figure 5) . Because of this, the areas of higher transmission when using Co electrodes lead to a finite G AP comparable to Fe that decreases its TMR. Previous first-principles studies have also found a higher TMR using bcc Fe compared to bcc Co electrodes 27 , confirming that the k || = 0 are important. Previous theoretical and experimental work has found higher TMR when adding bcc Co interlayers between the bcc Fe electrode and MgO barrier 10, 13 , however our present results suggest a pure bcc Co electrode will not necessarily improve TMR.
B. Ordered FeCo Electrode Transport Calculations
We next calculate the conductance for each spin channel and TMR for ordered Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 and Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 electrodes using the larger unit cell (as described in Sec II.C). Each conductance is calculated as an integral summation of the transmission probabilities over the 2D Brillouin Zone (2DBZ). Figure 4(a-d, red and black lines) shows the conductance per spin channel and TMR for the ordered electrode tunnel junctions for each barrier thickness. Using ordered electrodes, G maj P decreases slowly with increased Co concentration (Figure 4(a) ) across all barrier thicknesses and is identical to VCA results. Similar to VCA calculations, G We next examine IRS of the ordered Fe 1−x Co x /MgO interfaces and compare them to the VCA IRS described above to understand if they may lead to the differences in conductance. As plotted in Figure 8(a) , a similar behavior for the minority s-type IRS is seen in the ordered electrode-MgO interface, however the IRS for the Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 electrode is broadened compared to the VCA cases and partially filled. This may open a minority channel that will increase G min P and G AP comapred to the VCA case, possibly explaining the differences in conductance between VCA and ordered electrodes, however our VCA results indicate that this IRS did not play a significant role in transport. The minority d z 2 /d xz+yz IRS broadens and shifts below the Fermi level for Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 and Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 in a similar way as the VCA PDOS, leading to the initial decrease in G AP and maximum TMR for the Fe 0.75 Co 0.25 electrode in the 6ML case. In general, the ordered transport results confirm the major factors influencing transport discussed in the VCA case.
Beyond IRS, several other possibilities could explain the small increase in G min P and G AP compared to the VCA calculations. In the VCA case, each atom is identical; therefore, as more Co is added, the band structure simply shifts in the direction of the Co band structure. This creates a drastic change in the availability of Bloch states as soon as a band shifts below the Fermi level, as the k || = 0 results shown in Figure 7 exemplify. However, in the ordered transport cases, Fe bands that cross the Fermi level are still available for transport even with significant Co doping. This may lead to a less severe decrease in the G min P and G AP as Co concentration increases. Another reason may relate to the existence of quantum well states that will arise due to the periodic potential in the ordered case that does not exist in the VCA case in which each lead atom is identical. These quantum well states could lead to resonance energies that create transmission hot spots that increase conductance. However, more detailed study beyond the scope of this paper is required to explore these possibilities.
C. CPA and Explicit-Disordered Model Calculation
A shortcoming of VCA is its inability to take into account the role of local distortion effects on electronic structure because each atom in the VCA electrode is treated as an identical virtual atom and sees the same potential. To examine whether this may have an effect on the minority d z 2 /d xz+yz IRS that is central to understanding transport as described above, we calculate the interface PDOS using both CPA within the layer KKR framework 33 as well as a large supercell to explicitly model disorder (explicit-disordered model). For the latter, we construct a 10x10 supercell of the Fe 1−x Co x /MgO interface for x=0.10, x=0.25, and x=0.50 using a slab containing 3 Fe 1−x Co x monolayers (300 atoms) and 2 MgO monolayers (400 atoms) ( Figure 9) . A 20Å vacuum is used perpendicular to the interface to separate slab images. To represent disorder in the electrode, we randomly replace 10%, 25%, and 50% of the The IRS diminishes significantly in height for small Co doping (x=0.10) and almost completely disappears for larger doping (x=0.25 and x=0.50). Although the VCA calculations do not demonstrate this IRS quenching, they do closely match the significant reduction in available states at the Fermi level as seen in the large supercell calculation, which is the factor that affects the transport calculations at zero bias. Specifically, for the larger, disordered supercell, the minority-d IRS at the Fermi level decreases to 60 percent of the pure Fe state for low Co doping (x=0.10), and decreases further to about half of the pure Fe magnitude for x=0.25 and x=0.50. This is very similar to the minority-d IRS seen in the VCA calculations (Figure 5(b) ), and may suggest an even stronger effect of low Co doping in quenching the IRS and leading to a TMR increase. Previous studies have shown the quenching of IRS in a Fe/MgO junction by using an interlayer 10, 39, 48 , and disorder has been shown to quench surface states in topological insulators 49 . This important result provides new information about the effect of Co concentration on Fe 1−x Co x /MgO IRS and supports the VCA transport results as an accurate representation of the conductance and TMR changes in Fe 1−x Co x /MgO junctions at zero bias.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This study uses VCA transport calculations to provide support for a small amount ( 5 . In particular, we find even less Co required (10-20%) than that used in recent experiments, which suggests further study is needed using finer doping intervals to determine the optimal level. In addition, we find that Fe 0.50 Co 0.50 /MgO tunnel junctions exhibit similar (6ML) or lower (8ML) TMR compared to Fe/MgO junctions, again matching recent experiment 5, 6 . The barrier lengths used in this study (1.3-1.7 nm) overlap with traditional experimental MgO thicknesses (1.5-2.5 nm) 5, 6 . In addition, it is known that effects of IRS important for understanding the transport behavior persist for thicker barriers in experiment, due to diffusion and non-ideal epitaxial matching 47 . Therefore, the results presented here with the thinner MgO barrier (6ML) elucidates the important effects from IRS that are relevant to experimental design. To this end, we provide comprehensive information about all IRS relevant to transport through Fe 1−x Co x /MgO junctions and identify the importance of small Co concentrations to quench the minority-d IRS and maximize TMR. We als confirm the existence of a minority s-type IRS previously identified experimentally 5 , however we find that this IRS does not signficantly affect minority conductance channels. Rather, beginning around 30% Co doping, minority Co states cross the Fermi level and lead to the characteristic Co transmission channels in a circular region around k || = 0 that increase antiparallel conductance. This leads to a maximum TMR when using 10-20% Co. Finally, we confirm our results by demonstrating a similar evolution of the minority d-orbital IRS when using ordered Fe 1−x Co x electrodes as well using the CPA method. A more realistic, explicit-disordered model using a large supercell representing the Fe 1−x Co x /MgO interface suggests that the minority-d IRS is quenched for x = 0.25 and greater, confirming the VCA conductance results that the IRS only plays a role for x = 0 to x = 0.2. By using varying barrier thicknesses, we can confirm that the changes in conductance with varying Co concentration are due to IRS, as these effects diminish for increasing barrier thickness.
These transport calculations using the VCA electrodes provide important information about both the physical mechanisms driving the TMR maximum at small Co doping as well as the important IRS affecting transport that can guide future experimental design of MgO tunnel junctions. Future studies should consider disordered electrodes in combination with interface roughness, Fe 1−x Co x /O layers, and oxygen vacancies to determine how these realistic interface effects change the TMR results presented here. To generate the explicit-disordered electrode, starting with a pure Fe electrode, random number generation is used to randomly replace a quarter of the Fe atoms wth Co for x=0.25 and half of the atoms with Co for x=0.50 per layer. Note that Co atoms seen from this perspective come from multiple layers of Fe1−xCox, not just the interface layer.
